Effects of phase shifts on four-beam interference patterns.
An analysis of the effects of relative phase changes on the interference pattern formed by the coherent addition of four plane waves is presented. We focus on the configuration in which four plane waves converge at equal angles along two orthogonal planes, an arrangement that is potentially useful for printing arrays of microstructures in resist. We show that, depending on the set of polarization vectors chosen, the shape of the interference pattern is a strong function of the phase difference between each pair of beams. If all the beams have the same phase constant, an intensity distribution that is perfectly modulated and that exhibits strong contrast is produced. However, if the phase constant of any one of the beams is shifted by pi from this condition, a pattern with degraded modulation and significantly weaker contrast is formed. We discuss the implication of these results on lithographic applications of multiple-beam patterns. Further, we show that the sensitivity to phase is a general property of all interference patterns formed by four or more intersecting coherent wave fronts that have collinear electric-field components.